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Constant Temperature Dehumidifying Air-conditioner

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an air-conditioner, particularly to a constant

temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Existing air-conditioners usually have functions of cooling, heating and

dehumidifying etc. The traditional means for air-conditioners to dehumidify is to lower

the temperature of air flowing through the air-conditioners such that vapor in the air

condense therein, and then the humidity of the air is accordingly lowered. Thus, when

the air-conditioners continuously operate under dehumidifying mode, the indoor

temperature will continue to decrease, leading to discomfort of human body which will

become obvious during those weather of high humidity and low temperature, such as

during rainy reasons when the temperature is lower. Although the effect of constant

temperature dehumidifying can be achieved by existing integrated air-conditioners,

noise pollution and discharge of condensed water become troublesome for users,

therefore, they can not meet the requirements of customer in comfort aspect.

[0003] In prior art, the indoor heat-exchanger of air-conditioners is divided into two

sub heat-exchangers, between which an expansion portion is connected in series, so that

one sub heat-exchanger acts as a condenser and the other acts as an evaporator,

accordingly, moistured air can be cooled to dehumidified and then be heated up, finally

achieving the purpose of constant temperature dehumidifying. However, the

temperature of dehumidified air can not be made stable.

[0004] Also, in prior art, electromagnetic expansion valve that is quite expensive is

employed in expansion portion, which is disadvantageous for mass production.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In view of the drawbacks in prior art, the present invention aims at providing



a constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner, the heat-exchanging capacity of

its outdoor heat-exchanger is adjustable, the heat-exchanging amount of refrigerant in

indoor evaporator and condenser can thus be balanced during dehumidifying operation,

thereby the temperature of dehumidified air can be made stable.

[0006] To solve the aforementioned problems, the present invention provides a

constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner, which comprises an outdoor

heat-exchanger and a fan for improving heat-exchanging efficiency of said outdoor

heat-exchanger, the rotational speed of said fan is adjustable.

[0007] Preferably, the dehumidifying air-conditioner further comprises a voltage

controller which controls the input voltage of said fan.

[0008] Preferably, the motor of said fan is a tapping speed-adjustable motor or a

chopping speed-adjustable motor or a DC (direct current) motor.

[0009] Preferably, the method for adjusting the rotational speed of said fan includes

the method of regulating speed by additionally providing a PTC resistance in a circuit.

[0010] Preferably, the air-conditioner further comprises a first indoor heat-exchanger,

a second indoor heat-exchanger and a dehumidifying expansion portion, said first

indoor heat-exchanger, said dehumidifying expansion portion as well as said second

indoor heat-exchanger are sequently connected with each other in series.

[0011] Preferably, the heat-exchanging area of said first indoor heat-exchanger is

40% to 60% of the total heat-exchanging area of said two indoor heat-exchangers.

[0012] Preferably, said heat-exchanging expansion portion is consisted of throttling

means and dehumidifying control valves connected in parallel with said throttling

means.

[0013] Preferably, the dehumidifying air-conditioner further comprises a

heat-exchanging expansion portion which is respectively in communication with said

first indoor heat-exchanger and said outdoor heat-exchanger and a heat-exchanging

control valve which bypasses said heat-exchanging expansion portion, said

heat-exchanging expansion portion is formed by connecting a first heat-exchange

throttling means in series with a second heat-exchange throttling means, said first

heat-exchange throttling means is in communication with said outdoor heat-exchanger

at one end thereof and said second heat-exchange throttling means is in communication



with said indoor heat-exchangers at one end thereof, said heat-exchanging expansion

portion further includes a check valve which bypasses said second heat-exchange

throttling means, said check valve only allows refrigerant flowing toward said indoor

heat-exchangers to pass through.

[0OJ 4] Preferably, the dehumidifying air-conditioner further comprises a compressor,

and said compressor includes a compressor with constant-speed or a compressor with

variable frequency.

[0015] Preferably, said outdoor heat-exchanger is consisted of a plurality of sub

heat-exchangers connected in series with each other, each of which is in parallel

connection with a corresponding bypass valve.

[0016] Compared with prior art, in the constant temperature dehumidifying

air-conditioner, the fan for improving heat-exchanging efficiency of the outdoor

heat-exchanger is adjustable in respect of rotational speed, the heat-exchanging capacity

of the outdoor heat-exchanger can therefore be adjusted by controlling the rotational

speed of the fan, then the heat-exchanging amount of refrigerant in indoor evaporator

and condenser can be balanced, thereby the temperature of dehumidified air can be

stabilized.

[0017] In addition, the constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner further

comprises a first indoor heat-exchanger, a second indoor heat-exchanger and a

dehumidifying expansion portion, said first indoor heat-exchanger, said dehumidifying

expansion portion as well as said second indoor heat-exchanger are sequently connected

with each other in series, such that one of said indoor heat-exchangers functions as a

condenser, and the other functions as an evaporator, accordingly, the moistured air can

be firstly cooled down and dehumidified, then be heated up, achieving the purpose of

constant temperature dehumidifying finally.

[0018] The outdoor heat-exchanger are communicated in series with the first

heat-exchange throttling means , the second heat-exchange throttling means , the first

indoor heat-exchanger, the dehumidification throttling means and the second indoor

heat-exchanger, whereas the compressor is communicated with the outdoor

heat-exchanger and the second indoor heat-exchanger via a four-way valve, thereby

forming a circuit.

The second heat-exchange throttling means is connected in parallel with the



check valve which only allows the refrigerant flowing toward the indoor

heat-exchangers to pass through; the heat-exchanging control valve is connected in

parallel with the first heat-exchange throttling means and the second heat-exchange

throttling means. When the heat-exchanging control valve is opened, the refrigerant will

only flow through the heat-exchanging control valve due to the greater resistance of the

first heat-exchange throttling means. Likewise, the dehumidifying expansion control

valve is connected in parallel with the dehumidification throttling means, and the

refrigerant will not flow through the dehumidification throttling means when the

dehumidifying expansion control valve is opened.

[0020] In addition, the dehumidifying expansion portion, the dehumidifying control

valve, the heat-exchanging expansion portion and the heat-exchanging control valve as

arranged and configured above can replace electromagnetic expansion valves, thereby

reducing manufacturing cost.

[002J] Furthermore, with a compressor with variable frequency being employed, the

heat-exchanging amount of refrigerant in evaporator and condenser can be adjusted by

adjusting its operating frequency, accordingly ensuring the uniformity between the

temperature of output air and input air of the air-conditioner, thereby realizing the

purpose of constant temperature dehumidifying.

[0022] The outdoor heat-exchanger is consisted of a plurality of sub heat-exchangers

connected in series with each other, each of which is in parallel connection with a

corresponding bypass valve, accordingly, the heat-exchanging capacity of the outdoor

heat-exchanger can be adjusted in a stepped manner, thereby further improving the

adjustability of heat-exchanging capacity of the outdoor heat-exchanger.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] Fig. 1 is a schematic view showing an embodiment of the constant

temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner according to the present invention;

[0024] Fig. 2 is a schematic view showing another embodiment of the constant

temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner according to the present invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0025] The detailed description herein primarily aims at providing a constant

temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner, the outdoor heat-exchanger of which is

adjustable in respect of heat-exchanging capacity, accordingly, the heat-exchanging

amount of refrigerant in indoor evaporator and condenser can thus be balanced during

dehumidifying operation, thereby the temperature of dehumidified air can be made

stable.

Inventors of the present invention found that, for the conventional method in

which the indoor heat-exchanger of air-conditioners is divided into two sub

heat-exchangers, between which an expansion portion is connected in series, so that one

sub heat-exchanger acts as a condenser and the other acts as an evaporator, thereby

realizing the effect of constant temperature dehumidifying, not only one of the sub

heat-exchangers but also the outdoor heat-exchanger act as condensers. The condensing

temperature will become lower due to increase of condensing area and decrease of

evaporating area, and then the heat transferred from the outdoor heat-exchanger will be

insufficient to heat up the air of low temperature flowing through the evaporator while a

constant dehumidifying amount is maintained. Therefore, it is necessary to decrease the

heat-exchanging capacity of the outdoor condenser and increase condensing

temperature, and accordingly balance the heat-exchanging capacities of the two indoor

heat-exchangers, thereby ensuring the temperature of air after being dehumidified is

substantially the same as that before being dehumidified. In the present invention, the

rotational speed of outdoor fan is changed from the one at which the heat-exchanging

amount of outdoor heat-exchanger and indoor heat-exchanger is balanced under

cooling/heating mode into the one at which the heat-exchanging amount of condenser

and evaporator is balanced under dehumidifying mode, in order that the condensing

temperature is increased so as to ensure the uniformity between the temperature of

dehumidified air blown from indoor equipment and room temperature, thereby

achieving the purpose of constant temperature dehumidifying.

[0027] To this end, a constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner is provided

in the following embodiments, which comprises an outdoor heat-exchanger and a fan

for improving heat-exchanging efficiency of said outdoor heat-exchanger, the rotational

speed of said fan is adjustable. Preferably, the air-conditioner further comprises a



voltage controller which controls the input voltage of said fan. Preferably, the motor of

said fan is a tapping speed-adjustable motor or a chopping speed-adjustable motor or a

DC (direct current) motor. Preferably, the method for adjusting the rotational speed of

said fan includes the method of regulating speed by additionally providing a PTC

resistance in a circuit. Preferably, the dehumidifying air-conditioner further comprises a

first indoor heat-exchanger, a second indoor heat-exchanger and a dehumidifying

expansion portion, said first indoor heat-exchanger, said dehumidifying expansion

portion as well as said second indoor heat-exchanger are sequently connected with each

other in series. Preferably, the heat-exchanging area of said first indoor heat-exchanger

is 40% to 60% the total heat-exchanging area of said two indoor heat-exchangers.

Preferably, said heat-exchanging expansion portion is consisted of throttling means and

dehumidifying control valves connected in parallel with said throttling means.

Preferably, the air-conditioner further comprises a heat-exchanging expansion portion

which is respectively in communication with said first indoor heat-exchanger and said

outdoor heat-exchanger and a heat-exchanging control valve which bypasses said

heat-exchanging expansion portion, said heat-exchanging expansion portion is formed

by connecting a first heat-exchange throttling means in series with a second

heat-exchange throttling means , said first heat-exchange throttling means is in

communication with said outdoor heat-exchanger at one end thereof and said second

heat-exchange throttling means is in communication with said indoor heat-exchangers

at one end thereof, said heat-exchanging expansion portion further includes a check

valve which bypasses said second heat-exchange throttling means, said check valve

only allows refrigerant flowing toward said indoor heat-exchangers to pass through.

Preferably, the air-conditioner further comprises a compressor, said compressor includes

a compressor with constant-speed or a compressor with variable frequency. Preferably,

said outdoor heat-exchanger is consisted of a plurality of sub heat-exchangers connected

in series with each other, each of which is in parallel connection with a corresponding

bypass valve.

[0028] The present embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the

accompanied drawings in the following.

[0029] As shown in Fig. 1, the constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner

100 according to the present embodiment comprises a compressor 101, an outdoor

heat-exchanger 103, an outdoor fan 109, a first indoor heat-exchanger 104, a second



indoor heat-exchanger 105, an indoor fan 108, a four-way valve 102, a dehumidification

throttling means 107, a dehumidifying expansion control valve 106, a first

heat-exchange throttling means 110, a second heat-exchange throttling means 111, a

heat-exchanging control valve 112 and a check valve 113.

[0030] The aforementioned components are connected with each other as follows:

the outdoor heat-exchanger 103 are communicated in series with the first heat-exchange

throttling means 110, the second heat-exchange throttling means 111, the first indoor

heat-exchanger 104, the dehumidification throttling means 107 and the second indoor

heat-exchanger 105, while the compressor 101 is communicated with the outdoor

heat-exchanger 103 and the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 via the four-way valve

102, thereby forming a circuit.

[0031] The first heat-exchange throttling means 110, the second heat-exchange

throttling means 111, the heat-exchanging control valve 112 and the check valve 113

together constitute a heat-exchanging expansion portion, wherein the first

heat-exchange throttling means 110 is connected in series with the second

heat-exchange throttling means 111 and the second heat-exchange throttling means 111

is connected in parallel with the check valve 113 which only allows the refrigerant

flowing toward the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 to pass through; the heat-exchanging

control valve 112 is connected in parallel with the first heat-exchange throttling means

110 and the second heat-exchange throttling means 111. When the heat-exchanging

control valve 112 is opened, the refrigerant will only flow through the heat-exchanging

control valve 112 due to the greater resistance of the first heat-exchange throttling

means 110. Likewise, the dehumidifying expansion control valve 106 is connected in

parallel with the dehumidification throttling means 107, and the refrigerant will not flow

through the dehumidification throttling means 107 when the dehumidifying expansion

control valve 106 is opened.

[0032] When the air-conditioner operates under cooling or heating mode, the

heat-exchanging control valve 112 is closed and the dehumidifying expansion control

valve 106 is fully opened, the refrigerant flows through the fully opened dehumidifying

expansion control valve 106, the dehumidification throttling means 107 is out of

function at the moment, and the air-conditioner functions like a conventional one. When

the air-conditioner operates under dehumidifying mode of constant output temperature,

the heat-exchanging control valve 112 is fully opened while the dehumidifying



expansion control valve 106 is closed, then the first indoor heat-exchanger 104

functioning as a condenser will use the heat transferred via the outdoor heat-exchanger

103 to heat the air of low temperature dehumidified by the second indoor

heat-exchanger 105 functioning as an evaporator, the total area of the condenser, which

is constituted by the outdoor heat-exchanger 103 and the first indoor heat-exchanger

104 instead of by the single outdoor heat-exchanger 103, will be increased; while the

total area of the evaporator, which is constituted by the single second indoor

heat-exchanger 105 instead of by the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 and the second

indoor heat-exchanger 105, will be decreased, the condensing temperature will decrease

accordingly. With the premise that dehumidifying amount is ensured, it is insufficient to

heat the air of low temperature flowing through the evaporator only by the heat

discharged from the first indoor heat-exchanger 104. Therefore, the heat-exchanging

efficiency of the outdoor heat-exchanger 103 is reduced by means of lowering the

rotational speed of the outdoor fan 109, i.e., the rotational speed of the outdoor fan 109

is changed from the one under cooling/heating mode which aims at balancing the indoor

and outdoor heat-exchanging amount into the one under dehumidifying mode which

aims at balancing the heat-exchanging amount of the condenser and the evaporator,

increasing the condensing temperature so as to ensure uniformity between the

temperature of the dehumidified air blown away from the indoor equipment and the

indoor temperature, thereby realizing the purpose of outputting dehumidified air of

constant temperature.

[0033] The dehumidification throttling means 107 may be a single capillary tube or

capillary tubes connected in parallel, or it may be throttling means of other structures.

Similarly, the first heat-exchange throttling means 110 and the second heat-exchange

throttling means 111 may employ similar structure.

[0034] During dehumidifying operation of constant temperature, the second indoor

heat-exchanger 105 functions as an evaporator to dehumidify the moistured air and

lower the temperature of the same, while the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 functions

as an condenser to heat the dehumidified air. Accordingly, the second indoor

heat-exchanger 105 is positioned in the front section of the indoor air passage of the

constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner 100, while the first indoor

heat-exchanger 104 is positioned in the rear section of said air passage, so that the first

indoor heat-exchanger 104 and the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 can function



independently of each other.

[0035] The heat-exchanging area of the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 is 40% to

60% of the total heat-exchanging area of the two indoor heat-exchangers, and the

heat-exchanging area of each indoor heat-exchanger can be substantially the same as

each other.

In the case that the temperature of outdoor air is constant, the minimum

heat-exchanging capacity of the outdoor heat-exchanger 103 is determined by the

heat-exchanging area thereof, while the maximum heat-exchanging capacity of the

outdoor heat-exchanger 103 is determined by the maximum speed of air flowing

between the fins, that is to say, how much heat-exchanging capacity the outdoor

heat-exchanger 103 may have in addition to the minimum heat-exchanging capacity

thereof depends on rotational speed of the outdoor fan 109 creating air flow between the

fins. Therefore, the outdoor fan 109 is configured to be adjustable in respect of

rotational speed, making the outdoor heat-exchanger 103 have an adjustable

heat-exchanging capacity. Configuring an adjustable outdoor fan 109 may be realized

for example by providing an additional voltage controller which controls the input

voltage of the outdoor fan 109, or by means of regulating speed by providing an

additional PTC resistance in a circuit, or by using tapping speed-adjustable motor or

chopping speed-adjustable motor or DC (direct current) motor.

[0037] The four-way valve 102 which is switchable between two states is a means

with variable passageway. In one state of the four-way valve 102, the input port of the

compressor 101 is in communication with the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 and

the output port of the compressor 101 is in communication with the outdoor

heat-exchanger 103; in the other state thereof, the output port of the compressor 101 is

in communication with the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 while the input port of the

compressor 101 is in communication with the outdoor heat-exchanger 103. Therefore,

the flowing direction of the refrigerant in the circuit can be changed by switching the

four-way valve 102 between different states, thereby making it possible to switch

among the functions of cooling, heating and constant temperature dehumidifying.

[0038] The compressor 101 can be a conventional compressor with constant-speed,

or a compressor with variable frequency. The advantage originating from utilizing a

compressor with variable frequency lies in that the compressor with variable frequency

can automatically change its operating frequency according to different outdoor and



indoor environment so as to adjust evaporating temperature and condensing temperature,

thereby ensuring the uniformity between the temperature of output air and input air of

the air-conditioner in more accurate manner and realizing the purpose of constant

temperature dehumidifying.

[0039] In addition, as shown in Fig. 2, the heat-exchanging capacity of the outdoor

heat-exchanger 103 can be controlled by means of separating the outdoor

heat-exchanger 103'. Specifically, the outdoor heat-exchanger 103' can be separated by

connecting several bypass valves 114 in parallel manner with corresponding outdoor

heat-exchanger 103' along the pipe line thereof, each bypass valve 114 upon being

opened forms a bypass of the pipe section of the corresponding outdoor heat-exchanger

103'. Thus, the heat-exchanging area of the outdoor heat-exchanger 103' when playing

the function of outdoor heat-exchanging and thereby the heat-exchanging capacity of

the outdoor heat-exchanger 103' can be controlled by controlling the number of the

bypass valve 114 being opened. By separating the outdoor heat-exchanger 103', the

heat-exchanging capacity of the outdoor heat-exchanger 103' can be roughly regulated

in a discontinuous manner, however, by controlling the rotational speed of the outdoor

fan 109, the heat-exchanging capacity of the outdoor heat-exchanger 103' can be

precisely regulated in a continuous manner. In the present embodiment, the method of

separating the outdoor heat-exchanger 103' is employed in conjunction with the method

of controlling the rotational speed of the outdoor fan 109, thereby realizing accurate

adjustment of the heat-exchanging capacity of the outdoor heat-exchanger 103'.

However, it is appreciated by those having ordinary skill in the art that the object of the

present invention can be achieved by only separating the outdoor heat-exchanger 103'.

[0040] In the aforementioned embodiment, the purpose for providing the

heat-exchanging expansion portion which is constituted by the check valve 113, the

heat-exchanging control valve 112, the first heat-exchange throttling means 110 and the

second heat-exchange throttling means 111, is to reduce manufacturing cost. In view of

this, said heat-exchanging expansion portion can be replaced by an electromagnetic

expansion valve. Similarly, the dehumidifying expansion portion constituting by the

dehumidifying expansion control valve 106 and the dehumidification throttling means

107 which are connected in parallel with each other, can be replaced by a valve

specially designed for dehumidifying which is switchable between the states of "fully

open" and "throttling".



The operating principle of the constant temperature dehumidifying

air-conditioner 100 will be described with reference to Fig. 1 in the following.

[0042] When the constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner 100 is

operating under the state of constant temperature dehumidifying, the four-way valve

102 is under a state in which the input port of the compressor 101 is in communication

with the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 while the output port thereof is in

communication with the outdoor heat-exchanger 103, the dehumidifying expansion

control valve 106 is closed, the heat-exchanging control valve 112 is opened and the

outdoor fan 109 is arranged at the speed corresponding to dehumidification. The

gaseous refrigerant of high temperature and pressure compressed by the compressor 101

is firstly cooled down through heat-exchanging with outdoor air in the outdoor

heat-exchanger 103, and the gaseous refrigerant is then cooled down again through

heat-exchanging with indoor air and changed into liquid of relatively high temperature

and pressure after flowing into the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 via the

heat-exchanging control valve 112. Then, the refrigerant becomes into a mixture of gas

and liquid with low temperature and pressure after being expanded through the effect of

throttling when flowing through the dehumidification throttling means 107, after that,

the refrigerant subsequently enters into the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 and

becomes into gas with low temperature and pressure through evaporation

heat-exchanging with indoor air, finally it enters into the compressor 101 and is

compressed, thereby finishing a complete dehumidifying cycle. The indoor air flows in

such a way that it is firstly cooled down through heat-exchanging with the second

indoor heat-exchanger 105, at this time, the vapor contained in the indoor air is

condensed on the outer surface of the second indoor heat-exchanger such that the

temperature and humidity of air flowing through the second indoor heat-exchanger 105

is lowered, the dehumidified indoor air is then heated up through heat-exchanging with

the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 and reaches the temperature before dehumidification,

accordingly achieving the effect of constant temperature dehumidifying.

[0043] When the constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner 100 is

operating under cooling state, the four-way valve 102 is under a state in which the input

port of the compressor 101 is in communication with the second indoor heat-exchanger

105 while the output port thereof is in communication with the outdoor heat-exchanger

103, the dehumidifying expansion control valve 106 is opened, the heat-exchanging



control valve 112 is closed and the outdoor fan 109 is arranged at the speed

corresponding to cooling. The gaseous refrigerant of high temperature and pressure

compressed by the compressor 101 is cooled down through heat-exchanging with

outdoor air in the outdoor heat-exchanger 103 and then becomes into a mixture of gas

and liquid with low temperature and pressure after being expanded through the effect of

throttling when flowing through the first heat-exchange throttling means 110, and the

refrigerant then enters into the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 via the check valve 113

and performs heat-exchange with the indoor air for the first time, then the refrigerant

enters into the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 to evaporate via the dehumidifying

expansion control valve 106 and becomes into gas with low temperature and pressure

after heat-exchanging with the indoor air for the second time, finally it enters into the

compressor 101 and is compressed, thereby finishing a complete cooling circle. The

indoor air flows in such a way that it is cooled down for the first time through

heat-exchanging with the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 and then cooled down for

the second time through heat-exchanging with the first indoor heat-exchanger 104,

consequently reaching a predetermined temperature lower than the indoor temperature.

[0044] When the constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner 100 is

operating under heating state, the four-way valve 102 is under a state in which the

output port of the compressor 101 is in communication with the second indoor

heat-exchanger 105 while the input port thereof is in communication with the outdoor

heat-exchanger 103, the dehumidifying expansion control valve 106 is opened, the

heat-exchanging control valve 112 is closed and the outdoor fan 109 is arranged at the

speed corresponding to heating. The gaseous refrigerant of high temperature and

pressure compressed by the compressor 101 is condensed in the second indoor

heat-exchanger 105 and is cooled down through heat-exchanging with indoor air for the

first time, then the refrigerant is condensed in the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 after

entering into the first indoor heat-exchanger 104 via the dehumidifying expansion

control valve 106 and is cooled down through heat-exchanging with indoor air for the

second time, and then the refrigerant becomes into a mixture of gas and liquid with low

temperature and pressure after sequently passing through the second heat-exchange

throttling means 111 and the first heat-exchange throttling means 110, after that, the

refrigerant enters into the outdoor heat-exchanger 103 to evaporate and becomes into

gas with high temperature but low pressure through heat-exchanging with outdoor air,



finally it enters into the compressor 101 and is compressed, thereby finishing a

complete heating circle. The indoor air flows in such a way that it is heated up for the

first time through heat-exchanging with the second indoor heat-exchanger 105 and then

heated up for the second time through heat-exchanging with the first indoor

heat-exchanger 104, consequently reaching a predetermined temperature higher than the

indoor temperature.

[0045] Although the present invention has been disclosed with reference to preferred

embodiments described above, it is not limited to those embodiments. Those having

ordinary skills in the art can make various changes and modifications without departing

from the spirit and scope thereof. Therefore, the protecting scope of the present

invention is to be defined by the accompanied claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 . A constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner comprising an outdoor

heat-exchanger and a fan for improving heat-exchanging efficiency of said outdoor

heat-exchanger, characterized in that the rotational speed of said fan is adjustable.

2 . The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 1,

characterized in that it further comprises a voltage controller which controls the input

voltage of said fan.

3 . The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 1,

characterized in that the motor of said fan is a tapping speed-adjustable motor or a

chopping speed-adjustable motor or a DC (direct current) motor.

4 . The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 1,

characterized in that the method for adjusting the rotational speed of said fan includes the

method of regulating speed by additionally providing a PTC resistance in a circuit.

5 . The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 1,

characterized in that it further comprises a first indoor heat-exchanger, a second indoor

heat-exchanger and a dehumidifying expansion portion, said first indoor heat-exchanger,

said dehumidifying expansion portion as well as said second indoor heat-exchanger being

sequently connected with each other in series.

6 . The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 5,

characterized in that the heat-exchanging area of said first indoor heat-exchanger is 40% to

60% of the total heat-exchanging area of said two indoor heat-exchangers.

7 . The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 5,

characterized in that said heat-exchanging expansion portion is consisted of throttling



means and dehumidifying control valves connected in parallel with said throttling means.

8 . The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 5,

characterized in that it further comprises a heat-exchanging expansion portion which is

respectively in communication with said first indoor heat-exchanger and said outdoor

heat-exchanger and a heat-exchanging control valve which bypasses said heat-exchanging

expansion portion, said heat-exchanging expansion portion being formed by connecting a

first heat-exchange throttling means in series with a second heat-exchange throttling means,

said first heat-exchange throttling means being in communication with said outdoor

heat-exchanger at one end thereof and said second heat-exchange throttling means being in

communication with said indoor heat-exchangers at one end thereof, said heat-exchanging

expansion portion further including a check valve which bypasses said second

heat-exchange throttling means, said check valve only allowing refrigerant flowing toward

said indoor heat-exchangers to pass through.

9 . The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 1,

characterized in that it further comprises a compressor, said compressor including a

compressor with constant-speed or a compressor with variable frequency.

10. The constant temperature dehumidifying air-conditioner as claimed in Claim 1,

characterized in that said outdoor heat-exchanger is consisted of a plurality of sub

heat-exchangers connected in series with each other, each of which is in parallel

connection with a corresponding bypass valve.
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